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And Then Came Fall (ATCF) is the band formed by singer-songwriter Annelies 
Tanghe and multi-instrumentalist / producer Sam Pieter Janssens. 
After the recording of 4 demos in the summer of 2016, both musicians set up a 
crowdfunding campaign to record these and other songs in the best conditions. 
ATCF signed with the Antwerp label Starman Records and the debut album 
produced by Koen Gisen was sent out to the world at the beginning of 2018.

There is a sequel in the making and the first single was released on Feb 14th 2020 
(again via Starman Records): "Should We".

During the Corona lockdown Annelies and Sam released the single "Please Don" t 
Disappear “: recorded together but separately in their own room. The song got 
airplay on Radio1 and features the #IkLuisterBelgisch playlist of radiostation StuBru.

And Then Came Fall would tour in sold-out clubs in the spring of 2020 as a support 
act for Belgian rockband De Mens. Those dates have been moved to 2021. You can 
find them at https://www.andthencamefall.com/#tour-section or via the Facebook 
page.

Reviews of the debut album:

• CuttingEdge ****: “Many songs on this record justify our greatest compliments.”

• De Standaard ***: "Good melodies, lots of emotions about love and society and a 
great stylistic variation."

• HUMO - Song of the week: “Friendly to Fleetwood Mac and Intergalactic Lovers 
winking soul pop.”

• Rootstime: "This could well be the debut of 2018."

• Rockportaal.nl: "From The Broken Circle Breakdown to Alabama Shakes: a 
fantastic mix of influences."

• Heaven ****: "For lovers of melodic dream pop."

The eponymous opening track of the album has now been streamed more than 
125,000 times on Spotify. The singles Disqualified, Biggest Enemy and other tracks 



are on various playlists worldwide. Belgian stations Radio 1 and Radio 2 joined the 
cart. The band was also allowed to perform several times on Dutch radio (Leo 
Blokhuis, Volgspot).

They have meanwhile warmed the audience to headliners like Joan As Policewoman 
(Botanique), K's Choice, Sarah Blasko (Minard), Donavon Frankenreiter (Paradiso), 
Absynthe Minded and other top artists.


